Seminar Report on Microsoft Certification
A seminar/workshop has been organized for the students of CSE 2nd year on 22nd January,
2020.The talk was given by Mr. Parth Shukla from 9LedgePro. 9LedgePro is a team of
skilled knowledge workers whose mission is to assist students in developing skills and help
students in obtaining Microsoft Certifications.
The speaker gave an introduction and started presentation with the definition of skill
development and its importance in today’s world.

He showed a picture of Satya Nadella, the CEO of microsoft and used him as an example
that one does not need to be good in programming to land a job in a Tech Giant company as
he was merely an electrical engineer by degree.

There the importance of skill came up. Then he showed another photo of a 14 year old boy,
Tanmay Bakshi who at this age was hired by IBM as an AI Engineer and rejected an offer
from Google before that.
There too the importance of skill was shown as he started from an early age and worked his
way towards success. Next students were shown some statistics of how many employees in
India are actually skilled in their profession compared to people who just want to earn money
and quite surprisingly the percentage of skilled people was very low. The demand does not
meet the supply of skilled people. He explained the importance of python programming
language in the tech world. It is used in every branch of computer science like: Web
Development ,App Development ,Machine learning etc.

The speaker gave many examples. Then he informed about Microsoft Student Partners
(MSP). It is basically a platform to test knowledge on various technical skills. The pass
percentage of the exam is 70%. If the students pass the test, it sets them apart from the crowd

and they acquire a lifelong tag from Microsoft. He continued about the Microsoft
Certification Programme and it’s benefits. Then he told us about various workshops on
different skills like ethical hacking, python etc. To conclude the seminar he demonstrated
what ethical hacking is by actually hacking a students’ mobile who volunteered for it .
Everyone was amused by that. Overall the talk was very informative and got many of the
students interested in the programme.

